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Justification for Aircraft Use 
(Describe why flight operations are required)
A.  Purpose and brief description of requested commercial operation.  This information shall include flight hours and/or route miles of aircraft operation for the contract.  Include if this is a Work for Others (WFO) project.
B.  Explain why this mission is essential to DOE and why aviation resources are required.
C.  Listing of crew or passenger positions aboard the aircraft and functions performed requiring their presence (pilot, photographer, spotter, etc.).
		Will any of the following above-normal risk operations be required?
No
Yes
Flights less than 500 feet above ground level for either fixed wing or rotary wing aircraft?
Night flights that are conducted over the Hanford Site below 1000 feet Above Ground Level (AGL)?
Fixed wing aircraft operating at airspeeds that are within 10 knots of published stall speeds and flights that require maneuvering that involves abrupt changes in attitude, abnormal acceleration, or any flight configuration that is not considered within normal parameters?
Operations to be conducted in close proximity (500 feet horizontally) of power lines, facilities, and other structures (e.g., stacks, towers, etc.)?
Low flights over populated areas (require 14 CFR 91.119 altitude waivers from FFA)?
Helicopter operations that require hovering for 10 minutes or more, at altitudes of 100 feet AGL?
Flights that carry or dispense hazardous chemicals/material or transport radioactive materials?
Any other unusual flight activities (e.g., hostile political situation, wildlife herding or darting.)?
Description of any local notice to airmen temporary flight restrictions?
Are external loads or aerial application to be performed?
If any of the above questions are answered yes, the flight is considered above normal risk, and this form which contains all the information required for an Aviation Safety Plan must be reviewed and approved by the RL Aviation Safety Committee before flight operations may commence.
Narrative Mission/Flight Plan Description
(Description of aviation operation other than cross-country/point-to-point flight including the following, as applicable)
Aircraft Type:  (Select appropriate)
Fixed Wing:
Multi-Engine:
Single Engine:
Helicopter:
Multi-Engine:
Single Engine:
Will aircraft need to be modified?
If modified, describe modification below:
Flight Operational Plan
Flight Condition:
A.  Location:
B.  Flight/Mission Altitude:
C.  Description of minimum weather requirements, if different from basic Visual Flight Rules (VFR) conditions:
D.  Description of flight paths/flight pattern/maneuvers:  (use of attachments is acceptable)
E.  Number and direction of passes:
F.  Communications links and frequencies:
G.  Minimum altitudes and clearances over structures:
H.  Security requirement coordination:
I.  Emergency landing considerations and planning:
Flight evaluated by ASPOC and APOC and determined to normal risk.  Pilot qualifications/aircraft maintenance records reviewed and flight is approved:
Signature
Additional Information Needed for Safety Plan if Evaluated as Above Normal Risk
Type of aircraft by manufacturer, model/type, and year of manufacture:
Is commercial aircraft
Is aircraft fully equipped for instrument (all-weather) flight?
Description of contacts with appropriate divisions, operations, or political entities for coordination with any other tests or operational activities that could impact this planned aviation operation:
Description of planning with local airport, flight control authorities, and security agencies:
Preflight pilot and copilot ground, map, and area reviews related to charter operation:
Originator should send completed form electronically toRene_R_Larocque@rl.gov (APOC)
Larocque, Rene
10/2/12
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